

National Green Biomed Ltd.’s [“NGB”] strategy for success is to craft high-quality medical and lifestyle products,
remain nimble by pivoting within a dynamic industry, and make responsible decisions in an ever-changing climate.

Leading up to the Cannabis Act
2018, many considered the best model
to profit to be cultivating large-format in
state-of-the-art Greenhouses [1].
NGB purchased 68 acres of
land between 2014-2019 in Mission, BC
currently assessed at $2.6m [2]
with a mortgage $1.6m

Many large-scale licensed
companies have been forced to downsize and
restructure their finances due to lack of a
profitable business model [3]. NGB has been
responsible in taking a step-by-step approach
through the licensing process [i].

Cocos Pure distributing regular
beverage when profitable. “Cocos
Purely CBD” hybrid line ready to move
forward, with pricing and distribution
model in late-stage development.
Cocos Pure will implement plan for edibles,
extracts and topicals when the
opportunity arises.

In December 2019 NGB's
"Richmond Rosebud" site became the only
address in the City of Richmond to achieve
zoning for cannabis. Construction has been
in progress since January 2020 [4].

NGB made the decision to pivot
its operations at Mission Greens, in
response to market demands and timing.
The Company has negotiated a 3-year
lease effective May 1 2020 [ii] [5].
This provides an opportunity increase
financing from a revenue generating asset.

The decision to list the properties
was made in the third fiscal quarter of 2020
as part of NGB’s financing strategy, to
focus resources on the completion of the
flagship Richmond cannabis facility. The sale
of the third parcel was completed by March
31 2021 for a combined sale price of $2.5m,
which were purchased for $2.2m.

NGB’s strategy is to deliver high quality
products through strategic partnerships and
acquisitions which are expected to generate
positive net cash flow within 12 months from
receipt of their Cannabis license,
or in other words, by August 2022. (7)

NGB received license to Standard
Cultivation, Processing and Sale of Medical
Cannabis on August 6, 2021

NGB used common business sense
to focus on it’s niche of cultivating quality ‘craft’
Cannabis for medical and life style products.
The Company can scale-up its operations
to suit demand and resources, ensuring that its
subsidiaries "Cocos Pure" "Richmond Rosebud"
and "Mission Greens" continue to grow
sustainably.

Investing in growing industries during an economic downturn
The impact of world-wide restrictions on non-essential services has seen dramatic loss of industry while other industries like Cannabis have seen steady
increase in growth, with products that seem to sell themselves[6]. The qualified labor force in the Cannabis industry continues to grow [8]
as Health Canada issues more security clearances and licenses. This is good news for the economy:
• Larger pool of qualified workers • Broader knowledge and resource access for businesses • Stabilization of labor and materials costs
• Greater variety of product at a lower price for consumer • Reduce the margin between black-market and licensed producers

Call to Action
We are fund raising to complete the licensing process and
to cultivate the first crop.

Please Visit: www.ngbiomed.ca




Footnotes:
[i] Step-by-step approach: By delaying construction in Mission until reformed Cannabis regulations were tested by the industry, the Company had the opportunity
work through a more cost-effective model, as demonstrated in footnote (ii). NGB filed a preliminary long form prospectus to the BC Securities commission January, 2020.
In response to licensing delays, and the impact of COVID-19, the company decided to focus on the business. Refer to www.sedar.com to review National Green
Biomed Ltd. preliminary prospectus submission.
[ii] Negotiated lease: Discounted rent of $3k/month for first 2 months, full rent of $6k starting July 2020. There is a further opportunity to increase rent up to $10k/month
with power upgrade. NGB maintains control and access to fields for Hemp cultivation.

Disclosure Statement:
Certain statements contained in this document may constitute forward-looking information. Forward-looking information is often, but not always, identified by the
use of words such as “anticipate”, “plan”, “estimate”, “expect”, “may”, “will”, “intend”, “should”, and similar expressions. Forward-looking information involves
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking
information. The Company’s actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in this forward-looking information as a result of regulatory decisions,
competitive factors in the industries in which the Company operates, prevailing economic conditions, and other factors, many of which are beyond the control of the
Company. The Company believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking information are reasonable, but no assurance can be given that these
expectations will prove to be correct and such forward-looking information should not be unduly relied upon. Any forward-looking information contained in this news
release represents the Company’s expectations as of the date hereof, and is subject to change after such date. The Company disclaims any intention or obligation to
update or revise any forward-looking information whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable securities
legislation. Readers are urged to consider the risks, uncertainties and assumptions carefully in evaluating the forward-looking statements and are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on such information.
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